Town Tykes and Butchers’ Hounds: Urban Dogs at Work in the later Middle Ages1
Carole Rawcliffe

Theis be the namys of houndes: first ther is a grehownd, a bastard, a mengrell, a
mastyfe, a lemor, a spanyell, rachys, kenettys, terroures, bocheris houndes, myddyng
dogges, tryndel tayles and prikherid curris and smale ladies popis that bere a way the
flees and dyueris smale sawtis.2

Desperate to win a protracted lawsuit over the wardenship of St Anthony’s hospital, London,
which by 1420 had gone all the way to Rome, John Macclesfield needed to cultivate some
powerful friends at the papal curia. To this end, he presented five “expertly trained and
carefully chosen greyhounds of the noblest breeding,” whose names were embroidered on their
jewelled collars, to the cardinal charged with hearing his case. The latter was looking for an
appropriate gift with which to impress the duke of Milan, and fell upon these rare creatures
with delight.3 Aristocrats of the dog world were often employed to oil the wheels of diplomacy
and figure prominently in depictions of medieval royal and baronial life.4 No doubt for this
reason they have attracted a disproportionate amount of attention from historians, both amateur
and professional, while their rougher and infinitely less pampered cousins, who made up the
great bulk of the canine population, have been largely ignored.5 This is partly because evidence
about the innumerable working dogs which guarded the homes and patrolled the streets of late
medieval towns is often less easily accessible and more prosaic than the literature of the hunt
or appealing tales of pet-ownership in nunneries and affluent households.6 It also reflects the
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strict contemporary social hierarchy that affected dogs as much as people, disparaging strays
in the same terms as the feckless, vagrant poor. Albertus Magnus’s belief that well-bred
individuals and dogs shared the same slender, elegant physiognomy did not reflect well on
either the butcher’s stocky cur or his pugnacious master.7
In response to this state of neglect, the following article explores the contribution made
by working dogs to the life of late medieval urban communities, while also investigating
official attempts to curb the various nuisances that they (and their owners) appeared to create.
Subject to many of the same assumptions about status and moral worth as members of the
human proletariat, these animals were expected to behave in a correspondingly obedient and
deferential manner. Yet, as we shall see, the ubiquity of butchers’ dogs, which were in great
demand for the popular sports of bull- and bear-baiting, and of the large, intimidating “house
hounds” used to guard property, was bound to cause problems, especially when they were not
effectively restrained. Some of these dogs were highly prized and even enjoyed protection at
law, but few could expect much in the way of care or comfort once their working days were
over. Before considering the various types of dog that found employment in English towns and
cities, it will first be helpful to examine some of the attitudes that determined how they were
regarded, not least in relation to their superiors among the canine elite.
When writing his influential treatise De canibus, which was posthumously translated
as Of Englishe Dogges, the physician John Caius (d. 1573) drew heavily upon the medieval
tradition of categorising dogs primarily in terms of status rather than breed. This, in turn,
depended upon their type of occupation or “office”, with hunting dogs and “gentle” lap-dogs
taking pride of place over the canine equivalent of artisans and journeymen. Last of all came
dogs of the “mungrell and rascall sort,” chiefly notable for their failure to “exercise any worthy
property of the true perfect and gentle kind”.8 Some earned their keep as turn-spits in kitchens,
rotating the spit by means of a wheel, which they propelled “rounde about with the waight of
their bodies, so diligently … that no drudge nor skullion [could] doe the feate more cunningly”.
Others were obliged “to begge for theyr meate” by performing tricks, learned from “theyr
vagabundicall masters, whose instruments they are to gather gaine”.9 At best menial, and at
worst a noisy and dangerous nuisance, these animals were dismissed by Caius in a few lines.
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He passed over the “myddyng [midden] dogs, tryndel tayles and prikherid curris” listed at the
start of this article in complete silence, since they so clearly resembled that bête noire of the
Tudor Commonwealth, the sturdy beggar.
Anxieties of this kind had long informed civic ordinances, such as a ruling adopted in
Norwich in the aftermath of the Black Death to prevent the “great injury and contentions”
occasioned by the large number of dogs wandering free. Some had clearly lost their masters
to plague, but others had simply been consigned to a semi-feral existence by negligent owners
and were henceforth to be restrained at all times or exterminated forthwith. Significantly,
though, these provisions did not extend to greyhounds, spaniels, small hunting dogs and others
used for sport.10 A similar cross-section of higher status dogs (chiens gentilz) was likewise
exempted from a bylaw of 1387 which fined any Londoner who allowed his animal “to go at
large out of his own enclosure, without guard thereof, by day or night”. 11 The prohibition was
repeated in 1475, when “bochers dogges” were added to the list of exceptions, presumably
because their work driving cattle to slaughter made it essential for them to be unleashed.12
Owners, as well as dogs, were expected to know their place. During the early fourteenth
century the mere fact of leaving London “with arms and a greyhound at the time of vespers”
and returning in the morning was enough for one suspicious character to be indicted as “a
common ill-doer and a vagrant with arms by day and night” and imprisoned in irons, even
though he had committed no specific crime.13 His perceived offence was clearly compounded
by the possession of such a high status animal, as we can see from an act of 1390, which
restricted the keeping of hunting dogs to individuals with a landed income of 40s a year or
above, ostensibly on the ground that artisans, tradesmen, and labourers were poaching game
from parks and warrens when they should have been attending church. They were, moreover,
said to have been using these expeditions as cover for conspiracies in the aftermath of the
Peasants’ Revolt.14 A strong sense that the acquisition of elite dogs by working men
10
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undermined the rightful social order resurfaced in the early sixteenth century, when the rulers
of Coventry reiterated the ban, upon pain of a fine rising from 40d to a punitive 10s for the
third offence.15 At about the same time a Basingstoke jury mocked the pretensions as well as
the irresponsibility of the urban poor by openly criticising “them that keepeth hounds and be
scant of power to keep themselves”.16
As might be expected, dogs famed for their exemplary devotion, such as “Saint”
Guinefort, the holy greyhound which became the focus of a popular late medieval healing cult,
invariably belonged to the ranks of the canine nobility. 17 Clear distinctions in turn separated
these superior animals from the subalterns of the hunting field. Gaston Phoebus (d. 1391),
France’s leading authority on the chase, regarded the heavier and less fleet-footed alant as the
natural inferior to the greyhound, even though its greater stamina and inherent aggression better
equipped it for the kill.18 Significantly, his Livre de chasse describes three types of alant: the
first and fastest alone was deemed “gentil,” being tenacious at bringing down its prey, despite
an incorrigible propensity to savage other dogs and even humans.19 The second, a heavier,
slower, and far uglier beast, could be pitted against bears and boars, as could the third, an
ancestor of today’s bull terrier,20 whose working-class origins and general ubiquity inevitably
told against it:
Every day in towns you can see alants de boucherie, which butchers keep to help them
to drive the animals that they buy in the countryside, because if a bull escapes from
the butcher who is leading it his dog can seize and detain it until his master arrives and
then help him to herd it back to town. And they cost little to keep because they eat the
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offal from slaughterhouses. Also they guard their master’s home and are good for
hunting bears and boars, when they are led by greyhounds and coursers.21
While recognising their usefulness to those lesser mortals who hunted in order to obtain food
rather than for pleasure, Gaston was even more condescending about mastiffs. This was in part
because they, too, worked primarily as guard dogs and consequently appeared churlish or
servile (vileins chiens), but also on account of their unprepossessing appearance (vileine taille).
They were not, in short, “dogs about which one should say much”.22
Like the urban proletariat which owned so many of them, working dogs were regarded
as an essential but potentially disruptive component of daily life, their activities being tightly
regulated and their misdemeanours harshly punished. Concern inevitably focussed upon the
sturdy creatures kept by butchers, which often seemed as truculent as their masters [image 1].23
The courage and tenacity praised by Gaston Phoebus made these dogs, along with mastiffs,
ideally equipped for the popular sports of boar and bear-baiting and the more ubiquitous bullbaiting, which enjoyed enormous appeal among a public that shared few of today’s sensibilities
about cruelty to animals [image 2].24 Spiked metal collars and, in some instances, quilted
jackets offered a degree of protection, but rates of injury and death must have been alarmingly
high.25 William FitzStephen reported that, in twelfth-century London, “in winter on almost
every feast-day before dinner either foaming boars, armed with lightning tusks … or stout bulls
with butting horns, or huge bears do battle with the hounds let loose upon them”. 26 Local
rituals were also marked in this way: in Guildford, for example, the wealthier burgesses had to
present a suitable bull for baiting on admission into the guild merchant or pay a forfeit of 20s,
while Winchester’s mayors regularly entertained bystanders at a “bulstake” temporarily erected
outside their homes.27 Nor were these events confined to high days and holidays. The striking
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rise in the amount of beef being consumed by ordinary working people during the laterfourteenth and fifteenth centuries, coupled with a conviction that the flesh of bulls which had
not been baited with dogs was unfit for human consumption, meant that butchers could incur
heavy fines for selling “poisonable” meat if they failed to comply. 28 Indeed, in some towns
they were expected to make their own dogs available should others need to borrow them for
baiting.29
Since it initially took place in public thoroughfares, bull-baiting could pose a significant
risk to the assembled crowd. One of the most dramatic of Thomas Becket’s early miracles
describes the pandemonium that ensued as a bull broke its chains and ran amok along a London
street with a pack of yelping dogs in hot pursuit. A small child narrowly escaped being gored
to death, thanks to his mother’s timely appeal to the saint, who brought the frantic animals to
a standstill.30 The need to ensure public safety and to impose a degree of order on proceedings
eventually led to the erection of bull-rings or provision of other designated places in most towns
of any size, although, as we shall see, accidents still occurred when the dogs belonging to
spectators became unduly excited.
The characteristics that so perfectly qualified a dog for bull-baiting seemed less
desirable when it was free to intimidate members of the public or attack other animals. Not for
nothing did the satirist John Skelton compare Cardinal Wolsey (the son of an Ipswich butcher)
to a “mastyue cur” or “bochers dogge” that terrorised the English aristocracy:
For all their noble blode
He pluckes them by the hode,
And shakes them by the eare,
And brynge[s] them in such feare,
He bayteth them lyke a bere,
Lyke an oxe or a bull.31
Winchester’s butchers were required to keep their hounds securely chained or locked up
indoors for all but a fixed time of day, although infringements were common, most often by
those who maintained an equally cavalier attitude towards waste disposal and other
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environmental hazards.32 In King’s Lynn during the 1420s two butchers were similarly accused
of polluting waterways with offal, slaughtering beasts in the street and causing further alarm to
neighbours because of their vicious dogs, whose misdemeanours might, perhaps, have gone
unreported had their owners been less generally antisocial.33 Yet even the best-behaved among
them could seem threatening when left to their own devices, and it was as a result of various
complaints (diversis querelis) about unsupervised butchers’ dogs that in 1367 the rulers of
Beverley imposed a substantial fine of 40d upon anyone whose hound wandered the streets or
mauled another’s pig or dog. Regulations of this kind were, however, easily ignored; and in
1494 no fewer than twenty-seven residents stood accused of allowing their molossi to run loose
without muzzles.34 The terminology here is significant, as these animals took their name from
the ferocious guard dogs bred in Mollosia in Ancient Greece, which had been singled out for
their courage in fending off robbers by Virgil in the Georgics.35 John Caius paints a rather more
workaday picture of mollosi as “stoute, stronge and sturdy” creatures that were “good in
deede,” although the fact that he only mentions them when discussing butchers’ dogs clearly
underscores the latter’s collective reputation for aggression.36 Not surprisingly, the long list of
presentments made in the 1520s against the colourful Durham butcher, Richard Bullock, whose
offences included selling corrupt meat, stealing pigs and killing them out of season, highlights
his failure to restrain canem suam molosam during the daytime.37
In practice, a motley assortment of creatures, great and small, did service as guard dogs
in an age when policing was often rudimentary. Dogs were even employed at Chartres cathedral
from 1357 onwards to protect the shrine from thieves, and it seems likely that the wealthier
English pilgrimage centres would have done likewise.38 Ironically, given the imminent fate of
Becket’s shrine at Canterbury cathedral, when fire broke out there in 1535 one of Thomas
Cromwell’s agents, who was then on a tour of inspection, promptly dispatched four monks
32
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with “bandogges” (mastiffs) to frighten away looters. The speed of their response suggests that
the animals were kept in the precinct for security purposes.39 Since blind pilgrims appear
sometimes to have been led by the precursors of today’s guide dogs [image 3], there may have
been a significant canine presence in these places. Contemporary manuscript illuminations
confirm that dogs of all shapes and sizes, generally of “the mungrell and rascall sort”, assisted
the visually impaired, performing a service which rendered them invaluable.40 The larger and
better-trained guard dogs, or “house hunds”, were certainly highly prized and in some instances
accorded legal protection. In Scotland, anybody who killed one “thruch villainy or aganis the
lawe” had to stand watch (in place of the dog) by the owner’s midden for the next year, and
make good any losses incurred because he no longer had a dog to ward off thieves. 41 While
allowing for cases of self-defence, the early fourteenth-century customs of Waterford awarded
damages of 20s to an aggrieved owner, along with appropriate compensation for subsequent
thefts.42 Such a substantial sum, which would have paid the annual rent on a large urban
property, seems to have been the accepted valuation then placed on an experienced guard dog,
such as the one included (with its chain) in 1305 as part of the lease of a London brewery.43
Most daunting among these animals, not least in terms of their sheer size, were mastiffs,
which were almost certainly the dogs employed to guard London Bridge from attack at a
princely wage of 10d a week for ‘keeping and feeding’.44 Caius describes them as “vaste, huge,
stubborne, ougly, and eager, of a heavy and burthenous body … terrible and frightfull to
beholde, and more fearce and fell then any Arcadian curre … violent and valiaunt, striking
could feare into the harts of men, but standing in feare of no man, in so much that no weapons
will make him shrinke”.45 The legend that Sir Peter Leigh of Lyme owed his life to one of these
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formidable beasts, which allegedly stood over him as he lay wounded at Agincourt, has (sadly)
been dismissed as a Victorian fiction, but mastiffs are certainly known to have fought with the
English army in France.46 When recalling how, as an old man, Sir John Fastolf would enliven
“the wynter nyghtys” by recounting his experiences as a soldier, William of Worcester noted
their important contribution to the defence of Harfleur. Here, according to Sir John, “every man
kepyng the scout wache had a masty hound at a lyes [on a leash], to berke and warne yff ony
adverse partye were commyng to the dykes or to aproche the towne for to scale yt”.47
More often, though, mastiffs were to be found on duty in workshops, storehouses
and domestic premises, where the “feare and terror” occasioned by their “bigge barcking”
was no doubt compounded by the fact that they were not always securely restrained.48
Magistrates did their best to address this problem, not least because dogs that remained at
large after curfew might be used as look-outs to warn “those that meanith to rob theire
neighbours when the watche goith in the streats”.49 The annoyance caused by nocturnal
disturbances, as well as the likelihood of random attacks on innocent passers-by, explains
why the rulers of Coventry deemed it necessary in 1470 to “afferme the olde ordenaunce
made for bochour dogges, that they tye them ouer nyght”.50 Residents of Bristol who kept
any “grete dogges oute of Cheyne” faced a fine of 40d, irrespective of the time of day, as
did anyone whose “grette houndes” wandered the streets of Coventry from 1421 onwards.51
By the end of the century a more specific penalty of 2s for allowing “any maner of mastyes
dogges or mastye bitches ... to go abroade” obtained in Southampton, to which was
automatically added the cost of compensation for whatever “harme” might have ensued.52
As noted above, exceptions, usually relating to the dog’s breeding as well as its behaviour
and size, could be made. Thus, in Northampton all animals had to be kept on a leash “nisi
gentilem et malum non facientem”, while Exeter’s magistrates attempted during the 1430s
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to confine dog-owning within the city to spaniels, being subsequently obliged to compromise
by allowing them alone to run about in public places.53
Working dogs in general, which sometimes served as ancillary weapons for personal
protection, could pose a serious nuisance, and gave rise to a growing number of court cases
about the trouble that they caused.54 A degree of scepticism is, however, in order with regard
to the frequency of allegations concerning animals of “bad fame accustomed to do damage,”
since plaintiffs were more likely to prevail against a defendant who knowingly kept and failed
to restrain - or even encouraged - a destructive dog. The Wye tanner whose hides were “torn
and devoured” by the dog of a local butcher in 1359 was anxious to stress its evil reputation,
although few bull-terriers, however docile, could have resisted such an enticing prospect.55
Shortly afterwards a Colchester court ordered an enquiry to determine if Geoffrey
Woolmonger’s notorious “biting dog” had “on account of its want of custody” mauled the leg
of a bystander while they were watching a bear being bated. Clearly the beast’s past history, as
well as the basic facts of the case, was at issue.56 Of particular concern was the likelihood that
unsupervised dogs would savage the sheep and other animals that grazed in the suburbs and
sometimes on common land within the walls of most English towns. Even in London, the
presence of flocks of sheep and herds of cows on their way to and from city markets proved
irresistible to some dogs and costly for their owners, who faced charges of trespass for failing
to control them and would be obliged to destroy a serial offender. In 1366, for example, Adam
Pulter of Aldersgate ward incurred damages of 20s for allowing his dog to maul and kill fiftyfour sheep that were being driven through the streets, presumably over a period of time.57
Dogs all too often fell foul of a culture which placed such a high premium upon personal
repute, both canine and human. In a warning to nuns about the dangers of malicious speech,
one vernacular homily observed that “doggis be wont to byte suche as goo by them and with
their ungracious tethe rente and tere theyr clothes, so doeth detractours the lyfe of theyr
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neyghbours”.58 It is surely no coincidence that many of the presentments made in local courts
about the possession of vicious dogs involved dubious or intransigent owners whose personal
conduct already invited suspicion. Thus, for example, a barber named John Thame was
consigned to prison in 1377 by the mayor of London for persistently defying the authorities,
his reputation as “a common fomentor of quarrels” owing not a little to the dangerous dogs that
guarded his home.59 Just as King’s Lynn’s less tractable butchers tended to attract attention
on this score, so too did local ne’er do wells such as Robert Thakker, another rebarbative
individual charged with gambling and brawling, and Robert Woderove, who not only littered
public thoroughfares with garbage but also frequented brothels.60 The latter’s dog was
described as furiosus, a term more generally applied to the violently insane, and one which
serves to contextualise the routine appearance of remedies for bites by aggressive, sometimes
even rabid, dogs in medieval recipe collections.61
It is now impossible to tell how many of these working animals received any form of
medical care when they fell ill or were injured, although it seems likely that the complex and
often very costly forms of treatment recorded in veterinary manuals and hunting treatises were
largely reserved for chiens gentilz.62 The fifteenth-century Londoner, Richard Knight, who
described himself variously as a “ffecissian, ironmonger, surgeon and dog leche,”, may well
have tended some of the city’s more valuable guard dogs, his alleged breadth of expertise being
less surprising when we consider that canine physiology was then understood, just like that of
humans, in terms of humoral theory.63 Lower status animals, and especially their unwanted
offspring, were more likely to be utilised as medicine, at least if authorities such as Gilbertus
Anglicus (fl. 1240) and John Mirfeld (d. 1407) are to be believed. In cases of “frenzy” (mania)
the former recommended applying the warm body of a “yonge whelpe” that had been “slit atwo” and eviscerated to the shaved head of the patient, followed, if necessary, by others in rapid
succession.64 One of Mirfeld’s remedies for tuberculosis involved bathing in the water in which
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newly-born (still blind) puppies had been boiled, in the hope that their innate warmth would be
absorbed through the pores.65
Sick dogs rarely prompted concern unless they threatened to infect others, as is apparent
from a presentment made against a King’s Lynn butcher in 1430 for keeping one that was
diseased (morbidus) and full of scabies.66 Such creatures inspired little sympathy, often taking
refuge on rubbish tips, where they contributed to the rich miasma of urban pollution. And, as
a final coup de grace, “atte laste the scabbede hound is violentliche ydrawe out of the dung
hille with a rope or with a whippe bounde aboute his nekke and is adraynt [drowned] in water
... and so he endeth his wrecchidde lyf”.67 The warning in the Towenley play of the Raising of
Lazarus that all mortals would one day “stynke as dog in dyke” made few demands upon the
audience’s imagination.68 Residents of York were, for example, forbidden in 1517 from
dumping “any maner of fylthe of gougs or doggez at the end of the common stayth”, while in
Winchester anyone who blocked a watercourse with “dede hogge, dogge or cate” faced a fine
of 12d for each offence.69 Significantly, in his Summarie of English Chronicles John Stow gave
more space to the fine of five pounds paid by a London alderman for refusing, with “unmete
language”, to remove “a dead dogge lying at his gate” than he did to the marriage and
coronation of Elizabeth Woodville two years earlier.70
Much of the evidence presented here reflects the “weirdly disjointed” attitude that has
characterised human-canine relations throughout recorded history.71 Greatly valued for its
loyalty and usefulness, the medieval working dog was simultaneously viewed with suspicion,
being often treated in town and country alike as a disposable commodity to be cast aside once
it had ceased to earn its keep. We can, moreover, easily recognise a tendency, so eloquently
described by Barbara Hernstein Smith, to regard these animals as “difficult relations” (in this
instance conceived in anthropomorphic terms as criminals, bruisers or workshy vagabonds),
whose “problematic behaviour” casts an unflattering light on our own personal shortcomings.72
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The prescriptive nature of our sources and the lack of documentary or pictorial evidence of the
affectionate companionship between man and animal that is so readily available for the late
medieval canine elite further reinforce this impression. We are, however, vouchsafed
occasional glimpses of a more sentimental attachment on the part of owners, as the fate of
William Baman graphically reveals. Having “savagely struck” one of the dogs belonging to
Philip de Spine while visiting his London home, in 1301, he was subject to an angry tirade
from his host and then beaten to death by a servant.73
It seems, too, that even if they were neither holy nor noble some of the dogs considered
in this article could at least play their part, alongside their owners, in the sacred rituals of urban
life. Art historians have noted that alabaster tablets and miniatures depicting St. John the
Baptist preaching in the desert to an attentive congregation of wild animals include seated lions
that look remarkably like dogs in disguise [image 4]. It has, as a result, been suggested that the
artisans who presented the mystery play on this theme (and any others involving exotic beasts)
may have enlisted a supporting cast of obedient hounds.74 The proliferation of ordinary
“mungrell” dogs, playing, fighting, resting, and in one notable case even devouring a large joint
of meat (which must surely have been purloined from a local butcher), in the roof carvings of
many Suffolk churches has prompted Birkin Haward to conclude that such “fully
domesticated” animals were clearly “entitled to sympathetic inclusion in man’s concept of
creation”.75 Discoveries of this kind reveal that, despite the limitations of much of our source
material, far more can be learned - and still remains to be discovered – about these neglected
members of the medieval workforce than has previously been supposed.
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